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PREFACE
work is intended for those who desire an easy introduction
to the study of the Human Frame.
The matter embraces those parts of the subject which are contained in the Elementary Syllabus of the Science and Art Department, but is not confined strictly within those limits. A short
chapter on the Ear has been added (thus completing the outline
of the organs of special sense), and also another on the Larynx and
the Voice. And again, although the students working accc/dir.g
to this Syllabus are not required to obtain any 'information upon
points of structure needing the use of the compound microscope '
with the exception of the characters of the corpuscles of the blood,
yet in" many other instances such information has been given.
It is eminently desirable that the student should avail himself
of every opportunity of making his study thoroughly practical.
The author therefore has given, here and there, many hints as to
how he should proceed in easy dissections; and has introduced a
number of simple experiments, so that the knowledge gained may
be of a sound character. It is too often felt that such practical
and experimental methods of acquiring information are roundabout
and tedious; but the author's experience has taught him to affirm
that it is the readiest, surest, and certainly the most pleasant way
of attaining the end in view.
In reading this book for the first time it may sometimes be
advisable to omit those details which are printed in the smaller
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type, leaving them for the second perusal, vhen the broader
features, of the .subject have been grasped.
No time or pains has been spared in well illustrating the
work. A number of the cuts have been selected with care from
Quain's 'Anatomy,' Gray's 'Anatomy,' and Owen's 'Comparative
Anatomy and Physiology of the Vertebrate Animals'—some of
these having been modified, to render them more suitable for the
requirements of the elementary student. The remainder have
been drawn specially for this work by the author, with a desire
to satisfy a long-felt want for a profusely-illustrated elementary
treatise on this particular subject.
W. S. F.
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